
MAY CLUB MEETING 

The next Wright Flyers club meeting will be 

Saturday May 28, 2016 at 12:00 noon at the WF 

field. Hot dogs and beverages will be provided 

following the meeting.  
 

MINUTES OF APRIL MEETING 

 The April WF meeting was called to order by 

President Bob Chase on May 3, 2016 at 7:35 pm. 
There were 9 members and a guest in attendance.  

 Bob read the minutes from the March WF meeting 

and they were accepted as read. 

 Bob also gave the Treasury Report and it 
was accepted as read. There are currently 38 Club 

members. 
  
Old Business: 

 REMINDER – Please send in your membership 
form if you haven’t done so. 

 FAA drone report has been revised again to lower 
the number of near misses further. 

 Late payment enforcement will be carried out in 

2017. 

 Flea market tables still available. 
 

New Business: 

 Voted and passed to raise dues to $75 starting 2017. 

 Voted and passed raising the membership limit to 
45 members. 

 We need a volunteer to help with the newsletter 

[and give me a break once in awhile]. 

 Lenny will be building 2 new starting stations. 

 Vote to offer the newsletter in E-format was tabled 

without a vote. 

 Scheduled dates for club events: 
    Flea Market – June 25th at St. William of York 

    Club Picnic – .Aug. 20th at WF Field 

    Club Scale Contest – Sept. 20th at WF Field 

    Trip to Air & Space Museum – Oct. 15th  

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:00 pm. 
 

  

May 2016 
 

SHOW AND TELL 

 
 Above, WF member and engineer Sarah Hamilton 

gave a great and detailed account of the Pluto New 

Horizons flyby mission, the spacecraft and a little 

of her role in the mission. Sarah provided a 

slideshow (below) and explained the delicate 

balance between power consumption, operation of 

the cameras and sensors and data transmission that 

had to be maintained. Those operations are 

complicated by the fact that it takes over 4.5 hours 

for commands from earth to reach the spacecraft 
and the data rate from the spacecraft is so low that 

it takes hours to download a single picture. Thank 

you Sarah.    

 
 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 

“When opportunity knocks at the door, most 

people are out in the backyard looking for four-

leaf clovers.” (Anon) 

WRIGHT FLYERS CLUB IS AN ASSOCIATE MEMBER  

OF THE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS  

OF BALTIMORE COUNTY 



 

 
WRIGHT FLYER FLEA MARKET 

     Reminder – anyone who has an interest in 

selling gear and/or planes [to make room for new 

“stuff”] contact Andrew Yurkovich at 240-517-

2855 or email wrightflyers@yahoo.com 

          

.HAPPY BIRTHDAYS 
 

Bob Chase               -   June 15 
Sarah Hamilton            -   June 19 

Andrew H.Yurkovich  -   June 22 

Andrew J.Yurkovich   -   June 22 

Allen Larsen                -    June 27 

 

BLURB 1 

  A Scotsman, an Englishman and an Irishman find 

a wizard on the top of a tall cliff.  

  The wizard orders them to jump off the cliff, but 

he also promises that if they say anything while 

falling, they will get it at the bottom of the cliff.  

  So first, the Englishman jumps off the cliff and 

shouts, "Pillows!" and so he lands on some 

pillows.  
  Then the Scotsman jumps off the cliff, and he 

shouts, "Hay!" and so he lands on some hay. 

  Finally the Irishman runs to jump off the cliff, but 

he trips on a rock just before the jump and says, 

"Aw, shit!" 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS  

 6/11/2016 - 6/12/2016 - E WINGS OVER LAKE 
REDMAN FLOAT FLY. Sponsored by York 

Area RC Club. Site: Lake Redman, York, PA. 

Electric aircraft 2.4 radios only.   Visit: 

yorkrc.org.  

 6/25/2016 - 6/26/2016 - WARBIRDS OVER 
GETTYSBURG. Sponsor: BLUE & GRAY 

MINIATURE AIRCRAFT. Site: Calbey Field 

Rd., Gettysburg, PA. Visit: bluegrayrc.com. 

 6/25/2016 -- Baltimore, MD (E) WRIGHT 

FLYERS RC FLEA MARKET. Sponsor: 

WRIGHT FLYERS. Site: 600 Cooks Lane. 

Andrew Yurkovich CD PH: 240-517-2855 
Email: wrightflyers@yahoo.com 

 7/6/2016 - 7/10/2016 - WARBIRDS OVER 

DELAWARE. Sponsored by Delaware R/C Club. 

Site: Club Field  in Lums Pond State Park, 

Kirkwood, DE. Visit: www.delawarerc.org  

 

 
 

 

BLURB 2 

SOME THINGS TO THINK ABOUT 

  1- How is it one careless match can start a forest 

fire, but it takes a whole box to start a campfire? 

  2- Who was the first person to look at a cow and 

say, 'I think I'll squeeze these dangly things and 
drink whatever comes out'? Hmmmmm, How 

about eggs ? . . . 

  3- If Jimmy cracks corn and no one cares, why is 

there a song about him? 

  4- Why does your OB-GYN leave the room when 

you get undressed if they are going to look up 

there anyway? 

  5- Why does a slight tax increase cost you 

$800.00, and a substantial tax cut saves you 

$30.00? 

  6- If corn oil is made from corn, and vegetable oil 

is made from vegetables, then what is baby oil 

made from? 

  7- Do illiterate people get the full effect of 
Alphabet Soup? 

  8- Does pushing the elevator button more than 

once make it arrive faster? 

  9- Why doesn't glue stick to the inside of the 

bottle? 

  10- Thought for the day – “Life is like a jar of 

Jalapeno peppers--what you do today, might burn 

your ass tomorrow.” 

 

 

 

http://yorkrc.org/
http://bluegrayrc.com/
mailto:wrightflyers@yahoo.com


TIP OF THE MONTH 
 

Master The Basics: Straight And Level Flight  By Dan Wolanksi 

  If you’ve seen individual IMAC maneuvers, you’ve probably noticed one factor that ties everything 

together: straight and level flight. When flying an aerobatic sequence, you must start and finish each of your 

maneuvers in straight and level flight. Since straight and level flight signifies the end of one maneuver and 

the beginning of the next (see Figure 1), it’s 

fitting to discuss this portion of your 

sequence. 
  You should practice straight and level as 

much as you do any other maneuver. It is also 

where new precision-aerobatics pilots should 

begin. It may seem like the most boring thing 

to do, but in reality, straight and level flight is 

one of the most difficult maneuvers to master. 

Sure, rolling circles, tail slides and multiple 

snaps each have their own levels of difficulty, 

but think about what comes before and after 

each one of these: straight and level flight. 

One of the most difficult things to do after 

performing a rolling circle or a snap is to 

retain the same flight path. The judges look 

for your ability to regain control and execute the exit of the maneuver. To score well, you must learn what 
“wings level” looks like at various flight altitudes and box positions. And for this, there is only one solution: 

practice. 

Begin by flying your plane parallel to the runway about 100 yards away from yourself. When you reach the 

end of the aerobatic box (1,800 feet wide maximum), pull the plane vertical. If your plane does not head 

straight up, you didn’t have your wings level (see Figure 2). Typically, most fliers hold their inboard wing 

too low during what looks to them like straight and level flight; when the plane is pulled into a vertical climb, 

it will start to come in toward the pilot. 

  Continue doing this at various altitudes until you 

can achieve a vertical pullout. As the plane 

continues upward, other forces such as prop 

torque will affect your plane, but you need only 

concentrate on the initial pull up for this exercise. 

If you find that you have to apply rudder 

immediately after you “pull” up-elevator, then 
you are not flying level. High-wing, mid-wing 

and low-wing planes will all look different in 

flight with respect to the ground. Your paint 

scheme can also “throw off” your perception of 

your plane’s attitude. Learn what wings-level 

looks like by practicing it over and over. 

Now let’s take the wings-level exercise one step 

farther: inverted. Yep, throw out your previous 

sight picture and start again. In an aerobatic 

sequence, straight and level flight is not limited to 

upright flight only. In fact, you may spend as 

much as 30 percent of your flight time inverted 

while in between maneuvers. You also need to 

know what inverted wings-level flight looks like.  

http://www.modelairplanenews.com/blog/2015/07/30/master-the-basics-straight-and-level-flight/


  

  Push down-elevator to enter into a hammerhead at each end of the box, and notice which way the plane 

immediately leans. Fix the lean angle on the next try with your ailerons immediately before adding the 

elevator push from straight and level flight. Once the push begins, only rudder should be used. The same 

thing goes for upright flight. Use the ailerons before the pull, and then use the rudder to correct during and 

after the pull into the vertical. 
  Wind correction is another factor that will influence straight and level flight and your vertical lines. (Note: 

“wind correction” means that you must lean the plane’s heading slightly into the wind to keep the plane’s 

flight path parallel to the runway and perpendicular to the ground during a vertical climb. See Figure 3.) 

 
  If the plane is crabbed during a vertical entry, it will immediately lean toward the direction of crab. You 

may need to take some of the crab out of the plane with rudder immediately before the pull. (I emphasized 

the word “some” to signify that there is no hard-and-fast rule concerning how much to remove.) A certain 

amount of crab-angle wind correction should be maintained to keep it parallel to the runway. In IMAC 

competition, you may want to leave in some of this crab since all vertical maneuvers are affected by the wind 

direction. Each plane will act differently depending on its weight, the length of its tail moment and the 

amount of crosswind velocity. The only way to find how much crab angle you’ll need to remove is by 

practicing. 

  It may seem simple, but I can’t over-emphasize how important it is to master straight and level flight—for 
aspiring aerobatic pilots and seasoned veterans, as well. Think of it as the glue that holds your sequence of 

maneuvers together. 

http://www.modelairplanenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Capture19.jpg

